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Universal/IP advocates

unlawfully, 
infringement

"free and easy" 
"vast virtual warehouse"

pirated
"outraged" 

unreleased video 
unchecked

without permission 

MySpace/social networkers

transfer [clips] to friends
"extraordinary promotion

platform" 
"efforts to protect
creators'rights" 

help prevent
massive audiences

share
"scurrying to ... devise new

 technologies"

.

 

3. Rationale, cont'd: "sharing" versus
"intellectual property"

The Fall 2006 article MySpace Sued for Copyright Infringement
describes major tensions between techno-utopian ideals of
"community" and "sharing", and traditional/legal definitions of
and attitudes toward intellectual property (at least in the U.S.).
To make an informed decision about how or whether social
software helps to form a viable, genuine learning community,
both you and your students need to recognize and analyze these
conflicts.

In this section, we use the "MySpace Sued..." article to
demonstrate a four-step method that helps critics analyze
conflicting perpectives:

1. The first step is to find and list any terms that significantly represent each perspective. Look for words or phrases that are repeated,
or seem emotionally resonant, and/or seem to hold a high value (positive or negative) for the writer. The table above shows what such
a list might look like for the "MySpace Sued..." article. You may also be able to think of other terms to add.

It's also possible now to see not only how different the attitudes are, but also how each perspective sees the world. Certain emotionally
resonant or "value-laden" terms act almost as a lens (or as rhetorical theorist Kenneth Burke would call it, a "terministic screen")
through which a speaker/writer understands and interprets issues. It's often very difficult to see past one's "terministic screen."

2. The second step is to note how certain terms could resonate positively or negatively. For MySpacers and other proponents of social
networking sites, "free and easy" and "vast virtual warehouse" are highly positive terms; they exemplify the core ideal of the Internet
as providing "social network capital, knowledge capital, and communion" (Rheingold, 1993, p. 13). For Universal and other
producers/protectors of IP, those same terms are highly negative: representing the Internet's powers to disrespect, disregard, and
erode creators' rights. Such an analysis of positives and negatives can provide some insight into the extent of the differences between
the two perspectives.

3. The third step is to see if the terms you've found suggest "a story" or drama. For example, MySpace-related terms like "efforts to
protect creators' rights" and "scurrying to devise" indicate how current attitudes/laws governing IP place the burden of proof on new
social networking technologies; they must show how or why they are not harming or infringing, or how they're preventing harm. To
Universal, MySpace is a "villain" undermining artists' rights. But to MySpace, Universal may seem like a "big bully" threatening little
people who believe in free sharing.

4. The fourth step is to consider whether one side might be trying to "identify" with the other side's concerns. Those moments are like
small holes in the terministic screens through which more productive discourse might be channeled.
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